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ABSTRACT
Histogram (bag-of-words) and Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) have been widely
used in patch-based image classification problems. Despite the satisfactory results
reported, both methods suffer from a number of disadvantages. For instance, a
histogram may be easy to learn but has a large quantization error; on the con-
trary, Gaussian mixture model based methods have better modeling capabilities
but are inefficient in both learning and testing. In this thesis, we present a novel
hierarchical density estimation approach for image classification. This new ap-
proach partitions the feature space into small regions using a tree structure. For
each region, “local” distribution is characterized by class-conditional Gaussians
via hierarchical maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation. We further enhance the
parameter estimation by smoothing over a collection of randomized trees. This
new approach enjoys the merits of superior modeling capability, robust parameter
estimation, and efficient testing. Experiments on scene classification demonstrate
both the effectiveness and efficiency of this new approach.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Related Work
Many of the recent visual recognition tasks have been based on image patch fea-
tures [1],[2],[3]. Images are divided into small patches, over which visual de-
scriptors such as scale-invariant feature transforms (SIFTs) [1] and local binary
patterns (LBPs) [4] are extracted. As an analogy to document classification, Fei-
Fei and Perona [5] introduced the bag-of-words (BOW)method to model the patch
distribution. In their approach, a histogram is formed for each image by quantiz-
ing patch features to one of the visual “words” in the learned “codebook.” Recog-
nition is then performed by the Bayesian decision theorem [5] or discriminant
classifiers such as support vector machine (SVM) [6], nearest neighbor (NN) [7],
or AdaBoost [8].
Despite its popularity, however, the conventional bag-of-words method has
some intrinsic issues such as large quantization error and lack of discriminability.
Several approaches have been proposed in the literature to overcome these limi-
tations [9],[10],[11],[12],[13]. In particular, the Gaussian mixture model (GMM)
emerged recently as an alternative to histograms due to its superior modeling ca-
pability. GMM is attractive for this purpose because it has well-studied training
algorithms, it generalizes well to unseen data, and, more importantly, it can theo-
retically approximate arbitrary distribution with a sufficient number of mixtures.
Methods based on GMM have achieved good performance in age estimation, ob-
ject recognition, and video event analysis [14],[15],[16].
GMM based methods are not without limitations, though. First, GMM is usu-
ally trained for each class independently, while discriminative training, namely,
joint training with data from all classes, was shown to yield better performance in
many application scenarios [12],[9]. Second, in order to achieve good modeling
capability, a large number of mixtures are needed in practice. This is however at
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the risk of over-fitting especially with limited training data. Third, the classifica-
tion (testing) process is slow as it requires evaluating feature vectors on hundreds
or even thousands of Gaussians [17].
1.2 Hierarchical Distribution Estimation
In this thesis, we propose a hierarchical method to model the distribution of patch
features. The hierarchical structure is supported by a tree [18] and further en-
hanced by a random forest [19]. In a discriminative manner, we partition the
feature space into small regions using a tree structure. The “local” distribution
of patch features within each region is then modeled by a localized Gaussian. In-
spired by the work in speech recognition [20], we estimate the parameters of these
localized Gaussians using a hierarchical maximum a posteriori (MAP) approach:
the parameter estimation at a parent node works as the prior for that at its child
nodes. Finally, a random forest is employed to obtain a smoothed estimation by
aggregating the strength of randomized trees, while in the meantime, over-fitting
is mostly eliminated.
The advantages of this proposed approach are listed as follows.
1. Discriminative training is achieved during tree construction.
2. The parameters of localized Gaussians are reliably estimated via both hier-
archical MAP estimation and the aggregation of multiple randomized trees.
3. The hierarchical tree structure enables fast localization of a feature vector
into a small region, in which case the density function only needs to be
computed locally and thus efficiently.
Experiments on scene classification demonstrate that our approach achieves
both good performance and high efficiency, especially when there are only a few
training samples.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis is arranged as follows. In Chapter 2, we briefly
describe the procedure of constructing a hierarchical structure by tree. Chapter 3
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provides the details of the hierarchical density estimation method. In Chapter 4,
we introduce the random forest approach to obtain smoothed parameter estimation
from multiple trees. The experimental results on scene classification are reported
in Chapter 5, and discussions and conclusions are given in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
TREE CONSTRUCTION
This chapter illustrates the procedure of constructing the hierarchical structure of
the feature space by growing a binary tree.
A tree (as shown in Figure 2.1) partitions the feature space into small regions,
each of which corresponds to a leaf node in the tree. Data travels from the top
(root) node to a terminal (leaf) node along a path determined by binary “questions”
asked by the nodes it encounters.
Figure 2.1: A tree.
At each node, as we deal with data from multiple classes, one straightforward
criterion targeted at a later classification stage is to split the data into two parts
such that each of them are as “pure” as possible. Given a properly defined purity
or impurity measure, the objective is therefore to maximize the purity increase, or
decease of impurity, namely,
max
split of node `
I(`) = I(`)  PLI(`L)  PRI(`R); (2.1)
where `L and `R are the left and right child of node `, and PL and PR are the
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probabilities of data reaching these two nodes from their parent, respectively. One
of the most popular impurity measure is the entropy impurity, namely,
I(`) =
X
j
p(cjj`) log p(cjj`) (2.2)
with p(cjj`) being the probability of j-th class at node `.
Various types of “questions” can be asked about feature vectors. For example,
one can choose one dimension of the feature vector and apply a threshold. This
is equivalent to partitioning the feature space by a coordinate-orthogonal plane.
More generally, thresholding on the output of arbitrary linear or non-linear func-
tions of the feature vector can be explored. Apparently, the constraints on the
“questions” that can be asked define the set of splits upon which the objective
function in (2.1) is to be optimized.
There exists no theoretical solution for the splitting problem in (2.1), though.
While a “better” split can generally be found in a large split set, a higher risk of
over-fitting this split might suffer. Furthermore, as the optimization is only done
locally and greedily, the “best” split at the current node does not necessarily guar-
antee that the successive locally optimized decisions lead to the global optimum.
On the other hand, the pursuit of optimality of a single tree can be largely allevi-
ated by the use of a random forest. Therefore, we can simply adopt a randomized
single-dimensional thresholding strategy, i.e., to find a sub-optimal split by trying
a set of thresholds on some random dimensions. The tree construction algorithm
is given in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Tree Construction
Input: A set of data points X; minimum leaf node size N ; maximum tree depth
K;
Output: Tree T
1: Assign X as root
2: repeat
3: Find a leaf node ` with j`j  N and level (`)  K
4: Randomly choose dimensions: fmg
5: For eachm, randomly choose thresholds: fmk g
6: for each threshold mk do
7: for each x 2 ` do
8: if xm > mk then
9: Assign x to `L
10: else
11: Assign x to `R
12: end if
13: end for
14: Compute Jmk = I(`)  PLI(`L)  PRI(`R)
15: end for
16: Find the maximum Jmk and split node ` w.r.t. m and 
m
k
17: until j`j < N or level (`) > K, 8` 2 T
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CHAPTER 3
HIERARCHICAL DENSITY ESTIMATION
In this chapter, we present details of the proposed hierarchical density estimation
method.
3.1 Localized Gaussians
Given a tree structure, one option for density estimation is to do it independently
for each leaf node (local region). One common way is to compute a probability
mass function (PMF) for node ` as p(`jcj) = #(`;cj)#(cj) , where #(cj) is the total
number of samples of the j-th class in the entire training set, while #(`; cj) is the
number of samples of the j-th class that reaches node `.
The major drawbacks of the above PMF method are poor modeling capacity
and large quantization error. Particularly, even for a tree of moderate depth, the
local region specified by a leaf node could be substantially large (due to high
dimensionality of the feature space). All samples within that region will be as-
sociated with the same PMF value, which is a rather coarse approximation to the
true density function we are trying to estimate. In addition, a deep tree is very
likely to contain leaf nodes with fewer training samples. Under this condition the
counting based PMF can be easily over-trained.
Therefore, instead of counting the number of samples, we can assume a uni-
mode Gaussian for each class at a leaf node. From the feature space point of view,
this is equivalent to estimating a collection of Gaussians within small regions lo-
cally. Figure 3.1 illustrates localized Gaussians for a single class, associated with
the corresponding tree structure. The parameters of these localized Gaussians
can then be estimated by the maximum likelihood (ML) or maximum a posteriori
(MAP) methods.
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Feature space 
Figure 3.1: Localized Gaussians (for a single class).
3.2 Hierarchical MAP Estimation
The number of parameters of localized Gaussians increases exponentially as the
tree goes deeper. Even if we assume diagonal covariance matrices of Gaussians
instead of full ones, the total number of parameters is still as high as 2K+1dC,
whereK is the maximum level of the tree (root node at level 0), d is the dimension
of the feature vector, and C the total number of classes.
The Gaussian parameters at leaf nodes can be well estimated if the number
of training samples is sufficiently large. However, that is seldom true in practice,
especially for deep trees. In that case estimating so many parameters is very likely
to be unreliable and thus prone to over-fitting. The unstable estimation will greatly
degrade the performance in the end.
A straightforward way to deal with this issue is to take advantage of the hi-
erarchical structure of the tree. As can be expected, if we truncate the tree to
some level, the density estimation at these new leaf nodes will become more re-
liable, whereas the modeling capability is sacrificed to some extent. It seems
difficult to strike a balance between robust estimation and good modeling capa-
bility. However, the inherent hierarchical structure in the tree indicates the use of
a coarse-to-fine strategy [20] to achieve both estimation robustness and modeling
capability
The intuition here is that the final estimate at a leaf node could be some weighted
combination of estimates by itself and from all its ancestor nodes. If few sam-
ples reach the leaf node, the estimate from its parent or grandparent should be
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“trusted” to a larger extent, or in other words, should be given a higher weighting.
When assuming hierarchical priors, the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation
(Bayesian learning) yields desired effect.
3.2.1 Basic MAP estimation
The idea of MAP estimation is to leverage on some prior knowledge of parame-
ters rather than fully relying on the training data. In this method, the parameters
are regarded as random variables whose prior probability is assumed. Instead of
maximizing the likelihood of training data given parameters, as in the maximum
likelihood ML estimation, MAP estimator tries to maximize the joint probability
of the parameters and the training data, i.e.,
^ = argmax

p(jX)
= argmax

p(Xj)p()
P (X)
= argmax

p(Xj)p(); (3.1)
where X is the training data and  is the set of parameters to be estimated.
The MAP estimation provides a framework for incorporating prior information
in the training process. This is particularly useful in dealing with problems posed
by sparse training data when the ML approach fails to give an accurate estimation.
From another point of view, MAP estimation can be regarded as a way of parame-
ter smoothing. It is well-known that MAP estimation is asymptotically convergent
to ML estimation [21]. As the amount of training data increases from zero to in-
finity, the MAP approach will generate an estimation that smoothly varies from
completely prior to ML estimation.
3.2.2 Hierarchical priors
To solve the MAP objective function in (3.1), one is free to assign arbitrary density
function for p() if no specific knowledge about the parameter set  is known. In
the case of a hierarchical structure, however, it is intuitive to set the priors at one
level to be the estimates from upper levels. Figure 3.2 illustrates a path of the
structural way of imposing priors from top to bottom, where k is the parameter
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set at the k-th level. Note that, for simplicity, we drop the node ID and class
dependency in the following derivations.
1q
2 1|q q
1 1|k kq q q-
1 1|K Kq q q-
Figure 3.2: Hierarchical priors.
We further assume that an estimation obtained at a given node depends on prior
information only from its immediate parent. The problem is then simplified to
maximizing the MAP objective function recursively, starting from the root node.
For a node at the k-th level, we obtain MAP estimation by
^k = argmax
k
p(Xkjk)p(kj^k 1); (3.2)
where Xk denotes the subset of data that reaches a given node at level k, and
p(kj^k 1) is the prior distribution imposed by its parent at the (k   1)-th level.
For the root node, no prior is assumed (or the prior is assumed to be uniform) and
hence
^0 = argmax
0
p(X0j0)
= argmax
0
p(Xj0) (3.3)
degenerates to ML estimation.
3.2.3 MAP estimation based on hierarchical priors
Now we solve the objective function in (3.2). For a node at the k-th level, let
the parameter set k = fk;kg be the mean and covariance of data that reaches
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a given node. To make the MAP estimation in (3.2) tractable, it is common to
assume conjugate prior for random variable k [21]. For a multivariate Gaussian
distribution, the joint conjugate prior of mean and covariance is a Normal-Inverse-
Wishart distribution:
p(kj^k 1) = p(k;kj^k 1; ^k 1)
/ j^k 1j 
k
2 exp
n
 k
2
(k   ^k 1)T 1k (k   ^k 1)
o
 exp

 1
2
tr(^k 1 1k )

(3.4)
for k = 1;    ; K, with k > 0, and k >  1 being the two additional control
parameters specified by external constraints.
Substituting (3.4) into (3.2) and differentiating with regard to k and k, re-
spectively, we arrive at the MAP solution:
^k =
nk~k + k^k 1
nk + k
(3.5)
^k =
1
nk + k

^k 1 + nk ~k +
nkk
nk + k
(~k   ^k 1)(~k   ^k 1)T

(3.6)
for k = 1;    ; K. In the above equations, nk is the number of training samples at
the given node, and ~k and ~k are the empirical mean and covariance given by
~k =
1
nk
nkX
i=1
xi (3.7)
~k =
1
nk
nkX
i=1
(xi   ~k)(xi   ~k)T : (3.8)
Note that this is essentially the ML estimation. As no prior distribution is assumed
for the root node, the mean and covariance are simply obtained by (3.7) and (3.8).
According to (3.5), the hierarchical MAP estimation of mean parameter can be
written as
^K =
KX
k=0
ck^k; (3.9)
where the coefficient for the k-th level is
ck =
nk
nk + k
KY
j=k+1
j
nj + j
: (3.10)
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This indicates that the final mean estimation at a leaf node is essentially a weighted
sum of ML estimations of all its ancestor nodes. It is apparent from (3.10) that
if the ancestor node is further away from leaf level (k small), its ML estimation
contributes less to the final MAP estimation. On the other hand, the weighting
increases as more samples reach that node. In an extreme case that the leaf node
contains a sufficiently large amount of training data, the coefficient cK approaches
1 and all other terms vanish. In other words, the MAP estimation degenerates to
that given by ML, and prior information is automatically ignored.
It should be noted that the prior parameters k and k need to be specified for
each node. While MAP framework provides no specific ways to calculate these
parameters, optimal values can be determined empirically. In particular, we use
the same  and  for all the nodes.
The hierarchial MAP estimation algorithm is given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Hierarchial MAP Estimation
Input: A set of data points X; tree T
1: Pass X through T
2: Estimate for root node ~0 and ~0 based on (3.7) and (3.8)
3: Set ^0 = ~0 and ^0 = ~0
4: for each path } 2 T do
5: Set k = 1
6: repeat
7: Find node ` 2 } with level (`) = k
8: Estimate ~k and ~k based on (3.7) and (3.8)
9: Estimate ^k and ^k based on (3.5) and (3.6)
10: k  k + 1
11: until leaf node of } is reached
12: end for
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CHAPTER 4
RANDOM FOREST
Although the means and covariances could be robustly estimated by the hierar-
chial approach discussed in Chapter 4, the localized Gaussians still suffer from
a boundary problem. That is, the density function turns out to be unstable near
boundaries between two or more regions defined by the leaf nodes. A little pertur-
bation in the feature space might lead to a huge leap of probability density values.
As we shall see in Chapter 5, this undesirable effect would yield unreliable esti-
mation that decreases the performance.
Random forests (RFs) can be utilized to deal with this problem. A random for-
est is comprised of a collection of randomized trees [19]. It has been successfully
used in many classification and regression tasks [22],[23]. In [22], Caruana et
al. compared the performance of random forests with neural nets, boosted trees,
and support vector machines. Random forests consistently achieved better perfor-
mance than all the other classifier.s
In the forest, the probability density functions (PDFs) from different trees are
averaged to generate the final density function, namely,
p(x) =
1
M
MX
m=1
pm(x); (4.1)
where pm(x) is the PDF given by them-th tree, andM is the total number of trees.
The value p(x) is naturally smoothed. In the meantime the boundary problem
can be largely alleviated by introducing randomness across trees. As has been
pointed out in [19], the generalization error of a forest depends on the strength of
the individual trees and the correlation (or diversity) between them. Ideally, the
lowest error rate is achieved with uncorrelated and individually strongest trees.
In this work, the diversity among trees is achieved in three aspects.
1. Each tree is constructed based on a subset of all training samples.
2. At each split, a number of dimensions are chosen at random.
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3. Some random thresholds are attempted at each dimension to find the optimal
split.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTS
In this chapter, we evaluate the proposed approach on an image classification task.
More specifically, we perform scene classification on the Fifteen Scene Database.
Both performance and efficiency of our method are investigated and compared
with existing approaches.
5.1 Dataset and Experimental Setups
The Fifteen Scene Database is one of the most comprehensive scene category
databases used in the literature. It consists of fifteen scene categories, thirteen
provided by Fei-Fei and Perona [5] and the other two collected by Lazebnik et al.
[6]. Each scene class contains 200 to 400 images. The average size of the images
is around 300  250 pixels. Example images of different scene categories of this
database are shown in Figure 5.1.
In the experiments, a random subset with Ntrain = f1; 5; 20; 50; 100g images
per class is taken out to form the training set. For efficiency, only 50 images are
drawn (without overlapping with the training set) for each class in testing. For
each given Ntrain, we average the results over 10 individual runs.
5.2 Feature Extraction and Classifier
The 128-dimensional SIFT descriptors [1] are extracted densely for each image
within 20 20 patches over a grid with spacing of 5 pixels. The dimensionality of
the SIFT descriptors is reduced from 128 to 64 by principal component analysis
15
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Figure 5.1: Example images from the scene category database.
(PCA). We perform classification based on the Bayesian decision theorem [21]:
c^j = argmax
cj
p(cjjX)
= argmax
cj
p(Xjcj)P (cj); (5.1)
where cj denotes the j-th class. In many cases including here, different classes are
assumed to be equally likely, namely, the prior term p(cj) can be dropped from
(5.1). Therefore, the Bayesian decision theorem simply assigns the class label that
maximizes the likelihood function p(Xjcj).
5.3 Results
Figure 5.2 presents a performance comparison for a scene recognition task. Here
the forest is comprised of 10 trees and each of them is grown to have at most
9 levels (512 leaf nodes in theory). A histograms and localized Gaussians are
estimated on the leaf nodes of each tree. For fair comparison, a 512-mixture
GMM is trained under the same settings.
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Figure 5.2: Performance on scene recognition. H: histogram; GMM: Gaussian
mixture model; LG-ML: localized Gaussians by ML; LG-HMAP: localized
Gaussians by hierarchical MAP; LG-HMAP-RF: localized Gaussians by
hierarchical MAP in random forest.
It is apparent that RF-based hierarchical MAP estimation achieves the best re-
sults under all training conditions. Especially in the extreme case of only one
training image per class, our method is still able to give an accuracy of about 39%
(by chance is only about 7%). Under this condition, GMM performs significantly
worse. It should be noted that, although GMM gives a comparable result with
a large training set, the classification process of the proposed approach is much
faster than that of GMM. For each tree, the likelihood of a feature vector is calcu-
lated against a single Gaussian. The searching process of this particular Gaussian
only involves a few comparison operations, and is completed almost instanta-
neously (compared to the subsequent much slower Gaussian evaluation process).
Therefore, the total number of Gaussian calculations in the proposed approach is
equivalent to the number of trees in the forest (e.g. 10), which is more than an
order of magnitude less than the number of mixtures in GMM (e.g. 512). We also
observe that hierarchical MAP estimation consistently improves the performance
of localized Gaussians, especially when there are only a few training samples. As
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can be expected, the performance of ML and hierarchical MAP gradually merge
as the size of the training set gets sufficiently large.
We also investigate the hierarchial weighting given by (3.10), as shown in Fig-
ure 5.3. When the training set contains only one image per class, the ML estima-
tion obtained at leaf nodes can hardly be relied on, and information from upper
levels is borrowed to constitute the final estimation. As more training images are
added, the weighting at leaf nodes consistently increases, whereas that at upper
levels turns less significant. Finally, when the training set is sufficiently large (100
images per class), the average weighting at leaf nodes approaches 1, and MAP es-
timation degenerates to ML. This is consistent with the results of LG-HMAP and
LG with 100 training images in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.3: Hierarchial weights for each level in the tree.
Finally, we compare the proposed approach with several recently reported algo-
rithms, as shown in Table 5.1. All results are reported with 100 training images per
class. It should be noted that our approach outperforms the SVM based method
in [6], even though the authors introduced an enhanced kernel metric to boost the
performance of SVM.
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Table 5.1: Performance comparison with previous methods.
Algorithm Average accuracy (%)
Histogram-BH [5] 65.2
Histogram-SVM [6] 74.8
LG-HMAP-RF 77.7
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
In the final chapter of thesis, we briefly summarize our contributions and discuss
the potential directions for future work.
The motivation of the study is to seek a distribution estimation method for
patch-based image classification that 1) has good modeling capability, 2) can
be reliably learned, 3) is very efficient in testing. The proposed random for-
est based hierarchical density estimation approach meets all the aforementioned
goals. First, the use of localized Gaussians inherently guarantees a superior mod-
eling capability. Second, by using the hierarchical maximum a posteriori (MAP)
method, the class-conditional feature distributions are robustly estimated in a tree
structure. Third, random forest provides a way of incorporating the strength of
multiple trees: the final estimation by forest is naturally smoothed and over-fitting
can be avoided. Fourth, the efficiency of the testing process is achieved by con-
fining the testing sample to several particular Gaussians. More specifically, the
computational cost is linear in the number of trees (e.g. 10) rather than the num-
ber of Gaussians (e.g. 512).
Future work might include employing discriminant classifiers such as support
vector machine (SVM) to further improve the performance of the proposed ap-
proach. As indicated from [6], the classification accuracy of the SVM based
method could be significantly increased by choosing a carefully designed dis-
tance metric. We shall also consider incorporating the spatial correspondence
among patches (by modeling the joint distribution of patches from different loca-
tions). Although it is disregarded in our current framework, the spatial information
proved to be helpful in many visual recognition problems [24],[8].
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